FINAL CONFERENCE AGENDA
September 12, 2016 at 1:00p.m. through September 13, 2016 at 9:00a.m.

Section 1 - Authority Business

1. DIRECTORS MEETING TO BE HELD BEFORE THE AUTHORITY CONFERENCE AT 12:00 P.M. IN THE FOURTH FLOOR CONFERENCE ROOM AT 502 DEADERICK STREET, NASHVILLE, TN 37243

2. CONSIDER OPENING RULEMAKING TO REVISE TRA WATER RULES 1220-04-03-.03 & .06(3)

Section 2 - Hill, Morrison and Hilliard

1. 16-00025 Navitas TN NG, LLC.
   ACA FILING FOR THE NAVITAS TN NG, LLC JELlico AND BYRdstown SYSTEMS
   *Consider Staff Audit

2. 16-00080 Global Connection Inc. Of America
   PETITION OF GLOBAL CONNECTIONS INC. OF AMERICA FOR DESIGNATION AS A WIRE LINE ELIGIBLE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER IN THE STATE OF TENNESSEE
   *Consider Petition

Miscellaneous Business
Section 10 - Morrison, Hilliard and Jones

1 16-00072  Tennessee Regulatory Authority
ANNUAL STATE CERTIFICATION OF SUPPORT FOR ELIGIBLE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERS PURSUANT TO 47 C.F.R. 54.314
*Consider Certification

CANCELLATION OF CERTIFICATION PER COMPANY REQUEST
08-00140 Ripplin' Waters Campground And Cabin Rental

Miscellaneous Business

Section 11 - Hill, Morrison and Jones

1 16-00075  Kingsport Power Company
PETITION FOR APPROVAL OF A SPECIAL CONTRACT FOR ALTERNATIVE FEED SERVICE BETWEEN KINGSPORT POWER COMPANY D/B/A AEP APPALACHIAN POWER AND EASTMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY
*Consider Motion To Withdraw

Miscellaneous Business
TENNESSEE REGULATORY AUTHORITY
500 Deaderick St.
Room G.201
Nashville, TN 37243
(615) 770-6850

ADDENDUM TO FINAL CONFERENCE AGENDA
September 12, 2016 at 1:00p.m. through September 13, 2016 at 9:00a.m.

Section 2 - Hill, Morrison and Hilliard

1 16-00015 Tennessee Wastewater Systems, Inc.
PETITION OF TENNESSEE WASTEWATER SYSTEMS, INC., FOR
APPROVAL OF SPECIAL CONTRACT
*Consider Petition For Reconsideration

Miscellaneous Business